




















Stanley Bach 583 

We all know the old adage, "If you can't use reason or logic, dazzle 
them with footwork." 

That is what we are seeing today, some footwork that is dazzling, 
and I commend my colleagues for coming up with this strategy. 
As the gentleman from New York [Mr. McHugh] suggested, speak
ing about his own amendment this is a strategically offered amend
ment. 

I would be willing to acknowledge this: that if we get the McHugh 
amendment adopted, we save $17 million. But I also say this: If 
we had not offered the Young amendment in the first place, we 
never would have gotten the McHugh amendment to save $17 
million. 

But that is not enough reason to go with the amendment offered 
by the gentleman from New York [Mr. McHugh] rather than the 
amendment offered by the gentleman from Mississippi [Mr. Lott]. 

When the debate concluded. the Lott perfecting amendment to the 
Young first-degree amendment was agreed to by voice vote. On the sec
ond vote. the McHugh amendment also was approved by voice vote. 
Obey then demanded a recorded vote on his substitute. as amended. The 
vote was 413 to 4, with both Young and Lott joining Obey and McHugh 
in support. Finally, the Young amendment as amended by the Obey 
substitute was agreed to by voice vote. 

All four amendments were approved, and none of the four votes was 
seriously contested. (The recorded vote on the Obey substitute may have 
been intended to stake out a staunch House position in anticipation of 
negotiations with the Senate in conference committee.) Obey or McHugh 
might have demanded a recorded vote on the Lott amendment in the 
hope of defeating it so that members would have to choose between only 
a minimal cut and the Draconian cut in the original Young amendment. 
In turn, Young or Lott might have sought a recorded vote on the McHugh 
amendment; if this amendment had been rejected, a compromise between 
the Obey and Lott figures then could have been offered as an amendment 
to the Obey substitute in the hope of undermining support for a cut of 
only 2 percent. Instead, both amendments were agreed to by voice vote. 
Finally, Young and Lott both voted for the Obey substitute instead of the 
13.9 percent reduction for which they had argued in debate. 

The outcome of these votes seems to indicate that proponents of re
duced funding for the bank were prepared to accept a 2 percent reduc
tion, notwithstanding their proposals for more substantial cuts. If Young 
or Lott had proposed the 2 percent cut initially, it might well have been 
opposed by Obey, McHugh, and other supporters of the bank's current 






















